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Hoboken Businesses Launch Charity Project 
Funded by Online Takeout Orders 

 
Bona Vita Benefits (“BVB”) and Quality Greens Kitchen (“QGK”) of Hoboken, NJ (the “Companies”) have 

joined forces to launch a weekly campaign, dubbed “Food for Thought Action,” aimed at providing meals to 

Hudson County’s front-line workers.  Rather than soliciting direct donations, the project will allow Hudson 

County locals to participate by ordering food online from Quality Greens Kitchen, with 10% of proceeds 

automatically being donated to feed local first responders and volunteer organizations. 

The Companies will begin funding the project through online orders beginning on May 16th.  Phillip Shetsen 

of BVB and Steven Friedrich of QGK have set aside their own funds to sponsor the first 200 meals, which 

will be delivered to the Hoboken Police Department and Hoboken Fire Department the week of May 17th. 

“We’re calling on all our foodies and take-out patrons to support the cause,” says Steven Friedrich.  “The cost 

is fairly low; we just ask that you purchase a meal from us, and we are not adding any upcharges; the funds 

will come out of our end, with BVB sharing the cost.”  To contribute, customers can order delivery or 

pick-up using the promo code: BonaVita20.  QGK delivers throughout Hoboken, Jersey City, and parts 

of Weehawken and Union City.  Customers can choose from a menu of salads and chef’s plates (QGK’s 

comfort food option featuring high-end main courses and creative vegetable dishes and other sides).   

The campaign will continue on a weekly basis, feeding new recipients each week.  “We are hoping to create a 

‘win-win-win’ scenario here for everyone involved: (i) takeout customers, (ii) the restaurant, and (iii) the 

essential workers,” explains Steven.  “The customers enjoy an excellent meal and support some amazing local 

causes in the process.  QGK benefits by gaining new customers and establishing a more direct relationship 

with customers who may be ordering from 3rd party delivery sites with expensive commission structures.” 

Phillip Shetsen is the owner of Bona Vita Benefits, a local firm focused on providing individuals and 
businesses with insurance and financial services solutions.  “Our first responders are facing a host of 
unknown variables daily, and it’s only right we find a way to provide our support in return.  We are aware of 
how insignificant a meal is in comparison to the sacrifices they are making, but it is our way of showing them 
that we acknowledge their efforts and appreciate what they are doing to keep us all safe,” says Phillip.  “In 
addition, I am making my team available to all of our first responders who need assistance during this 
time.  It’s their job to help keep the public secure, and we’re happy to return the favor by helping them secure 
their financial goals.”  
 

About Quality Greens Kitchen (“QGK”) 

Open since October 2017, QGK’s mission is to provide fine-dining quality cuisine in a fast-casual format.  

QGK features a menu of craft salads, quality meats, and creative vegetable dishes, with an emphasis on 

scratch cooking.  The restaurant aims to appeal to a wide demographic and range of dietary preferences.  “We 

http://www.qualitygreenskitchen.com/


have vegan, vegetarian, and gluten free options; however, we also serve high-end proteins and comfort food.  

We aren’t here to push any one dietary belief system and prefer to empower our customers to make their own 

decisions.”  QGK is a 100% family-owned, NJ start-up and was named 2018 New Business of the Year by 

the Hoboken Chamber of Commerce. 


